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Climate related 
disruptions have 

significant costs  and 
their  number 

increased over  the last  
20  years. 

UN report “The Human 
Cost of Disasters 2000-

2019”



Reported disasters per country (2000-2019, UN report) 



Total estimated costs (2000-2019, UN report)



Questions

Are there  associated 
economic  costs (output 

recessions,  unemployment  
increases)? Are they  more  

intense or  more  frequent in 
last  few  years?

How did  (fiscal) policy 
respond? Did local debt 

increase? Were recessions 
shorter when fiscal policy  

was more pro-active?

Should  there  be  pre-
emptive  actions? Special  

funds/suspension of budget 
rules for catastrophic 

events? 

Similarities with  COVID-19: 
large potential strain on 

fiscal balance.



Contribution
of the paper



National Oceanic 
and Atmosphere 
Administration, 
(NOOA) disaster 

data. Billion dollar  
events

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Severe storms  are  the  ones  that  contribute  most  to  the  trend  in  events since  2005.(Insurance) costs have  spikes at  specific  dates. Largest costs in recent  years  associated with  hurricanes: Katrina, Sandy, and  Harvey-Irma-Maria.Distribution roughly similar across.  events  before 2007. After  large  increase in  severe storms and  cyclonesAlthough  there are  249  billion dollar  events,  there are 985  episodes (an event  may  affect different  states).



Geography of  
disasters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Southeastern/ gulf/ tornado alley states more  prone  to  disasters. Texas most hit.



Disasters  by 
area: Gulf 

States



Disasters by 
area: 

Tornado 
Alley



Disasters by 
state: Illinois



Disasters  by 
state: 

California



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Numbers: all have  one; Texas the  highest  number,  gulf/southeast ( AL, GE, NC, MS) next. IL/OK/MO alsoCosts: largest  pc  HI, ND, LA; smallest WA, OH, MIEvents: Hurricanes the  costliest, followed  by  droughtsOR has no major  event.



State level macro 
data

Unemployment rate by State

https://www.bea.gov/data/gdp/gdp-state


State and  local  
government  data 
1980-2017
U.S. CENSUS 
BUREAU 
PUBLICATIONS 
ON 
GOVERNMENT 
FINANCES



Event study
exercise

Trace the distribution over time of state macro variables 
(scaled by the US average, normalized by pre-desastr
level ) around disaster dates:

All events

Events destroying K stock, affecting agriculture, 
tropical  cyclones.

Costly events: more than 2200 dollars per capita or
more  than 5% of GSP  (32/33 episodes).

Eents occurring  in years with  more  than  10  calamities 
(1998, 2008, 2011-2013, 2015-2017).

Southeast region (Gulf  region)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Equivalent  to running  a  regression of  y(t+j) j=-1,0,1,2,3 on  a  dummy for  the  year  that  there  is an  event., without constant or  controls.Why not  diff-in-diff? Units  may  be  treated  or control at  different  time; post-treatment  dynamics  messed around.  Unit  are  treated at  different  time  ( Sun and  Abraham, 2020).  Spatial and  temporal  pattern  in  the  treatment (not  random).



All events  and  by type 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Variables  scaled  by  national  average  to  take  care  of  common  US pattern. Scaled  relative  to  year  -1.  interpretation: cumulative  change  relative  to  year  -1. First  row 985 event ( # of  events x  #  of  states  affected). No significant  pattern. Type  of  event  not  the reason  for  large  heterogeneity. Median  getting about right  in  last  row, but  still  insignificant



Events with large  Costs



Events at special times and  special location 



Large dynamic 
macro 
heterogeneity 
following  
disasters.
Unrelated to:



Events generating a  gsp recession  in year 0 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Small  number  107/985. they  do  imply an  unemployment  increase. State  and  federal  fiscal  policy  react. Federal  aid  more  persistent  than  state  expenditure  or  welfare  aid. Median  increase in  debt  but  not  significant.



Events generating a  gsp expansion  in year  0

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No effect of  G and  transfers.  State  welfare  transfers  fall. Still no  pattern  in  state  debt.



Distribution of recessions  by states



Average number of catastrophic events per recession



Preliminary 
conclusions



Problems with  
event -studies



Local  
projection
exercise

Investigate the responses of state macro variables 
(scaled by the US average) to a disaster cost shock:

All events, state by state.

Zoom in on individual states.

Group responses  by income,  fiscal restrictions,  
existence of rainy days funds.

Group responses by high /low reaction  of  state  
expenditude / federal  transfers.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
conditional  regression of  y(t+j) j=-1,0,1,2,3 on  a  shock, rather  than  a  dummyDisaster cost  shock  is  a  proxy  for  an  unexpected  disruption of  the capital stock.



The econometric model
- Basic  regression:

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡+ℎ = 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖,ℎ + 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖,ℎ𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1 +𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖,ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖,ℎ𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡+ℎ
𝑖𝑖 = state, 𝑡𝑡 =time, ℎ =horizon; 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡,ℎ, variables of interest (scaled relative  US average); 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 is 
the disaster per-capita cost at time t for state i; 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1 are controls (at least, scaled state 
output, scaled state unemployment).

- Instruments: (1, 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1,ℎ, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1, 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡).

- 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 obtained  from (𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡 =factor):
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽1𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛽𝛽2𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡 + 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

- Normal prior on (ai,h, bi,h, , ci,h, di,h) with zero mean and fixed variance (IV ridge estimator).

- Use a  diffuse  prior  on (𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 ,𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖)

The image part with relationship ID rId4 was not found in the file. The image part with relationship ID rId4 was not found in the file.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To examine the dynamic effect of disasters on regional macroeconomic variables we employ local projections. The dependent variable in local projection is the cumulative growth rate at horizon h of each macroeconomic variable of interest, The independent variable is the j =1 Yi,t−1 cumulative change in the relevant grant, scaled by regional GVA, This way, and consistent with the literature, see e.g. Dupour and Guerrero [2017] or Ramey and Zubairy [2018], the coefficients on xi,t,h can be interpreted as the cumulative multipliers of the fund grants (Euro change in private income per Euro of grants) at each horizon h. We choose to scale the grant variable by regional GVA rather than regional income since the measurement of the regional component of the public sector is problematic in this dataset. As controls in the projection equation, we use a constant and one lag of the dependent variable. 



Responses to disaster cost shocks, per-capita costs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The read  line  is  a  weighted  mean  with  weights  equal  to  the variance  of  the endogenous variable. Standard  deviation  of  the  shock  is  comparable  across  states.Units: one  standard deviation shock in  costs implies  -2*10^(-3) response  of  y(I,t)/y(t) and  a 4*10^(-3) response  of  G(I,t)/G(t)More  persistent response  in  federal  transfer  than  local  expenditure. Debt  up  but  only  temporarily



Responses to disaster costs shocks, per-GSP costs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Same  qualitative  pattern,  but  less  significant responses.



Zooming in on selected states 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FL and CA: have  similar  response  of  federal  transfers and state  expenditure  but  very  different gsp/unemployment responses. State debt similar  but dynamics  of  revenues  implies  higher  taxes in  CA.VT and NY: GSP/U rate similar  dynamics. In both states  expenditure up  use  their  fiscal  level. But  state debt  dynamics  are  different and  pattern  of  federal  transfers  differ.



Still lots of state 
heterogeneity. 
Why?







Responses  to  disaster cost shocks: Clustering  by state features



Responses  to  disaster cost  shocks: Clustering by fiscal policy responses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Larger  federal  transfers: positive  gsp,  negative  u responses;  opposite  with  smaller  federal  transfers. Debt  cumulation significantly  larger  in states  with small federal  transfers.Larger  G expenditure: not  much  difference in  gsp, decline  in  U (big  increase in the  other  group). Debt acculation larger. Federal transfers  and  state  aid complement.



Conclusions



Disasters by 
area: South-

Eastern  
states



Disasters by 
state: 

Virginia 



All events  and   by  type II



Number  of events in recessionary  years
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A few facts

Severe  storms  and  droughts increasing.

Number  of  events  per year  increasing

Insurance  costs increasing.

The is a regional  pattern.

Special years?



Insurance  costs of recessionary events
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